Abstract. Chemical mass shifts between isomeric ions of o-, m-, and p-xylene were measured using a digital linear ion trap, and the directions and values of the shifts were found to be correlated to the collision cross sections of the isomers. Both forward and reverse scans were used and the chemical shifts for each pair of isomers in scans of opposite directions were in opposite signs. Using different voltage settings (namely the voltage dividing ratio-VDR) of the ion trap allows adding high order field components in the quadrupole field and results in larger chemical mass shifts. The differential chemical mass shift which combined the shifts from forward and reverse scans doubled the amount of chemical shift, e.g., 0.077 Th between o-and p-xylene, enough for identification of the type of isomer without using an additional ion mobility spectrometer. The feature of equal and opposite chemical mass shifts also allowed to null out the chemical mass shift by calculating the mean m/z value between the two opposite scans and remove or reduce the mass error caused by chemical mass shift. M ass spectrometry is an important analytical tool to measure the mass to charge ratios (m/z) of compounds after it is ionized by various ionization means. Among various mass analyzers, the quadrupole ion trap, either in 3D or 2D linear configuration, has the advantages of good sensitivity and lower vacuum requirement [1] [2] [3] [4] . Furthermore, it has a small size and allows to achieve multistage tandem mass analysis within a single analyzer thus the whole instrument can be portable [3, [5] [6] [7] . The digital ion trap [8] [9] [10] , as a new variant, extended the m / z range of analysis using a frequency scannable digital waveform with limited voltage amplitude, giving rise to more flexible control of ion manipulation during the analysis.
M ass spectrometry is an important analytical tool to measure the mass to charge ratios (m/z) of compounds after it is ionized by various ionization means. Among various mass analyzers, the quadrupole ion trap, either in 3D or 2D linear configuration, has the advantages of good sensitivity and lower vacuum requirement [1] [2] [3] [4] . Furthermore, it has a small size and allows to achieve multistage tandem mass analysis within a single analyzer thus the whole instrument can be portable [3, [5] [6] [7] . The digital ion trap [8] [9] [10] , as a new variant, extended the m / z range of analysis using a frequency scannable digital waveform with limited voltage amplitude, giving rise to more flexible control of ion manipulation during the analysis.
The mass accuracy of the ion trap analyzer has been an issue and there have been many studies, aiming to improve the mass accuracy of a quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer [11] . Generally, the mass accuracy of an ion trap analyzer using mass selective instability [12] or resonance ejection mass scan [13] may be affected by (i) the stability of the driving power supplies [14] , (ii) the space charge effect caused by ion-ion interaction [15, 16] , and (iii) may be caused by ion-neutral collisions during the selective ejection [17] [18] [19] . The stability of the driving power supplies can be improved by enhancing their thermal stability and load regulation [20] . The space charge effect can be controlled by limiting the number of ions entering the trap, and there have been a number of so-called automatic gain control techniques used to minimize the mass shift caused by the over loading of an ion trap. Chemical mass shift or compound-dependent mass shift is caused by the physicochemical property of ions, which might be related to the ionneutral collision cross section and the polarizability and dipole moments of ions [17, 21] . In past, chemical shift was studied by Syka as an adverse effect to the mass analysis and method was developed in which the high order field components were exploited to speed up ion ejection to reduce the shift [11] . Cooks and Wells proposed that the chemical mass shift was associated with the delay of the ion ejection from the trap during the mass scan owing to field imperfections [21] . During this delay, the collisions induced dissociation may cause some earlier ejection of fragment ions and this is dependent on the none elastic collision cross section and dissociation energy of the compound that colliding with neutral bath gas (helium) [22] . Gill and coworkers [23] found that an isomeric pair, acetophenone and dihydrobenzofuran, can be resolved by chemical shift of acetophenone due to its fragmentation during the resonance ejection [19, 21, 24] . On the other hand, even if the compound molecules are rigid, the collisions affect the ejection delay because they change the phase of the ion motion with respect to the driving RF, causing the molecule's rapid uptake of energy from the trapping field and leading to faster ejection. This was observed in the case where there existed negative high order field components associating with the extraction holes of the trap [21] . The larger the cross section of the elastic collision type, the earlier the ejection. However, collision caused damping during ejection process may also differentiates the ejection times, but this should result in more delay of ejection for ions with larger collision cross section.
The mass shift was also studied by Traldi's group, where they found the molecule with larger polarizability or dipole moment was ejected at a higher RF voltage, or ejected later in a forward mass scan [25] [26] [27] . This was suggested as the interaction of the dipole moments of ions with the RF field lead to a power consumption of the main RF field.
It was also demonstrated that mass scans in different directions (forward or reverse order of m/z) need different polarities of high order field components to reduce the delay of ejection and gain a good resolving power [9, 28, 29] . Positive high order field helps to fast eject ion in forward mass scan but delays the ejection in the reverse mass scan. Vice versa, negative high order field delays in forward mass scan but helps in reverse mass scan. Generally, the ejection delay has been controlled to minimum for commercial ion trap mass spectrometers, so that chemical mass shift cannot significantly affect mass measurement. Ding et al. suggested to combine the forward and reverse mass scans to cancel the chemical mass shift so as to determine the m/z with higher accuracy [30] . So far, the mechanism for chemical mass shift is a complex mixture, thus it is difficult to make use of it for identification of different ion structures within ion trap analysis. In most of time people were trying to eliminate it rather than use it.
For identification of ion structure, ion mobility spectrometer (IMS) is often used in conjunction with a mass spectrometer [31] . It is possible to use IMS-MS to identify or distinguish the isomers such as o-, m-, or p-xylene, because each of them has a different mobility. However, such a hybrid instrument has become more complicated.
In this work, we demonstrated the possibility to measure chemical mass shift of o-, m-, and p-xylene with a portable digital ion trap mass spectrometer. This study is different from previously reported works in that the model isomeric ions and the working conditions selected avoid the dissociation type of mass shift. We have neither introduced large amount of high order field which would cause too much delay of ejection, so as to maintain a reasonable peak width (FWHM ca. 0.2 Th as seen in Figure 4 ). By using both forward and reverse mass scans, the possibility of mass shift caused by difference in dipole moments can also be excluded. The found chemical mass shifts attribute to the collisional damping mechanism and the difference between the isomers is clearly distinguished and the amount of chemical mass shifts are found in agreement with ion mobility data.
Experimental
The mass spectrometer used in this experiment is a prototype portable digital linear ion trap mass spectrometer developed by Kunshan Hexin Analytical Instrument Co. Ltd. for VOC analysis [20] . Figure 1 shows its schematic diagram. It consists of a linear PCB ion trap [32] and a digital driving electronics developed by Shimadzu Research Laboratory (Shanghai) Co. Ltd. A polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) membrane sample inlet is used to introduce the sample into the photon ionization cell and prevent heavy pumping load of air. The sample is ionized in the cell irradiated by a VUV lamp (PK106, Heraeus, Ltd., USA) with photon energy of 10.6 eV. Helium buffer gas is provided from a refillable low-pressure cylinder (50 cm 3 ) via a pulsed valve, fed into the ionization cell and also infused to the space of the ion trap. The ions are transmitted from the SPI cell into the linear PCB ion trap via the static lens. The gas pressure is contributed by both sample and buffer gas. The pressure control is very important in this work (as seen in result and discussion) as peak position dependent on the gas pressure. A patented digital algorithm was used to read the pressure value and its change from the Pirani gauge and precisely control pulse width of the pulse valve [33] . The pulse valve provides a regulated feeding flow which stabilizes the pressure rather than making the pressure pulsed. The system provides a precision of 3% and can control the pressure in the trap chamber from 0.01 to 1 Pa satisfying the requirements of the experiment.
The PCB type linear ion trap is 40 mm long and with a square cross section where x 0 = y 0 = 5 mm. The substrate of the PCB electrodes was made of high purity alumina and the separated electrodes were formed by plated gold. The trap constructed in this way has been previously tested to bear MHz high voltage up to 300 V(0-p) without suffering discharge or RF heating [34] . In the current work the digital ion trap scan method was also used in which the period of the trapping square waveform is varied but the amplitude is fixed at 100 V(0-p). The ion trap operation mode consists of four steps, namely: (i) injection, (ii) cooling, (iii) mass scanning, and (iv) emptying. At the injection, the voltage of front ion gate is lowered and the ions from the ionization cell are transferred through the static lens and enter the linear ion trap. After the step of cooling (10~100 ms), ions are scanned out of the trap by resonance ejection and detected by a continuous dynode electron multiplier. A mass spectrum is then recorded and displayed by the homemade data acquisition system hardware and software. The trap is then emptied by stopping the square waveform before initiating the next cycle.
In the forward mass scan, the waveform period is gradually increased, while in the reverse mass scan the period decreased. The trapping waveform is coupled to the middle and the side electrodes of the PCB linear trap using a voltage dividing RC network [20, 32] as shown in Figure 2 . The voltage dividing network contains capacitor C 11 and C 12 , which are selectable to control the voltage dividing ratio (VDR) in X plates, and C 2 to control the VDR in Y plates. By changing VDR, some high order field components were superimposed with the quadrupole field and can be adjusted.
Similar to the digital ion trap described elsewhere, the dipole excitation voltage also used the digital waveform. The amplitude of the digital dipole waveform may be adjusted, but the dipole frequency was locked at 1 / 3 of the quadrupole trapping wave frequency. The resonance excitation and ejection take place at β x = 2 / 3, or q = 0.61468 [20, 35] . As discussed below, the high order field components were controlled to relative small ratios (compared with those in the > 10% stretched 3D or 2 D ion trap), high order resonance at β x = 2 / 3 has not caused an uncontrollable fast ejection of ions.
The collision related chemical mass shift in the ion trap mass spectrometer may be caused either by difference in delay of ejection, as the result of rapid phase changing, collisional damping or advanced ejection as the result of collision induced fragmentation during ejection. In this study, the selected β x value for excitation (2 / 3) is far away from the stability boundary, so the chance of early ejection due to the collision induced rapid phase change is insignificant. We also tend to use a low trapping voltage of 100 V, and low mass helium as buffer gas to reduce the probability of fragmentation during resonance ejection. Low dipole voltage and slow scan rate of 100 Th / s was used to allow sufficient interaction between the xylene ions and the buffer gas molecules, so as to observe the difference in the damping effect due to the difference of collision cross section. The pressure in the trap chamber was controlled at 0.01~0.7 Pa.
In the experiment, ion introduction time was adjusted for each gas sample to control the peak height to be constant so as to avoid peak shift due to the space charge effect. For each sample infused, we acquire seven spectra with mass range from 90 to 110 Th, each was accumulated by 50 scans. The monoisotopic peak at 106 Th, after accumulation, was fitted with Gaussian curve and the central mass was determined by using the median of the Gaussian curve. With all these careful controls in experiment, the standard deviation of mass measurement can be as small as a few milli-Thompsons.
Sample Preparation
The standard gas samples of o-, m-, and p-xylene with the concentration 20 ppmv were purchased from Shanghai Wetry Standard Reference Gas Analytical Technology Co. Ltd., (Shanghai, China) contained in a high-pressure cylinder respectively. From the cylinder, we diluted the samples to different concentrations ranging from 1ppmv to 10 ppmv by adding high purity nitrogen (99.999%, from the same supplier).
Results and Discussion
Cooks et al. [23, 36] defined chemical mass shift as the exact mass of ion minus the measured mass by the ion trap. Consequently, a positive chemical mass shift means a shift to a lower apparent mass, and a negative chemical mass shift means a shift to a higher apparent mass. With our experiment setting, the mass shift against buffer gas pressure was investigated. As shown in Figure 3 the observed mass of both benzene and pxylene drifted to higher values when the buffer gas pressure increased from 0.01 to 0.7 Pa. This is in opposite direction to the results of previous works with the Bnone stretched^3D ion trap [18, 21] .
The chemical mass shift reported in the past, despite that is associated with only elastic collision, tends to reduce the amount of delay of ejection which is inevitable feature of non-stretched ion trap (or not sufficiently stretched). The higher the buffer gas pressure, and the larger the collision cross section, the earlier the ejection. This was suggested that the collision caused phase change in ion motion and ion may take up energy from the RF field and get ejected. However, the chance of Bphase change-ejection^is significant only when ion's operation point is closed to the stability boundary. The positive mass shift with increase of buffer gas pressure is thus observed either in boundary ejection, or in the resonant ejection at β z = 0.909, which is very close to the stability boundary.
In this work, the resonance excitation point is at β x = 2 / 3 (q = 0.61468) and it is far from the stability boundary. The ions disturbed by collision are trapped in deep pseudo potential well thus more likely to give away energy to neutral gas molecules than pick up the energy from the RF field. The mass shifts are therefore negative when pressure is increased.
For following experiment on isomeric xylenes, 20 Th mass range around 106 Th was repeatedly scanned and spectrum data was recorded (the trapping voltage was calibrated to guarantee the correct scan speed). Samples are introduced in the order of o-, m-, p-xylene before change the instrument setting (scan direction and / or VDR). The pressure was always regulated to 0.7 Pa, in order to maximize the amount of relative chemical mass shift.
In data processing, for each operation setting, the mass scale offset was shifted to allow the mass of o-xylene aligned to the exact mass of xylene 106.165 Th, so the defined relative chemical mass shifts of m-, p-xylene would be their measured mass differences from the o-xylene. Firstly, a general VDR for both forward and reverse mass scans was used. The corresponding capacitor C 11 and C 12 were adjusted to about 100 pf. Figure 4a displays the peak positions in forward mass scan and Figure 4b displays the peak positions in reverse scan for the molecular ion of o-, m-, and p-xylene. Clearly, the chemical mass shifts of m-, p-xylene relative to oxylene are negative in forward mass scan, and positive in reverse mass scan. The measured apparent m/z for the molecular ions of m-, p-xylene increased in the forward scan, and decreased in the reverse scan. As it was explained that all physical parameters of instrument have been fixed or under controlled, the measured mass shifts are compound-dependent, and are likely dependent on the collision cross section (CCS) of ions with the buffer gas during the scanned ejection process. A larger collision cross section normally leads to greater damping friction, resulting in a slower increase of the ion oscillation amplitude and longer ion ejection time. Thus, a negative chemical mass shift occurs in the forward scan, and a positive chemical mass shift occurs in the reverse scan. For the isomers of o-, m-, p-xylene, the difference of the CCS leads to different ejection times and hence difference in the measured mass by the linear ion trap.
It should be stated that all measurements were taken place after at least 30 min dummy operation where the electronics and the helium gas pressure were preheated and stabilized. Table 1 lists the central mass values of seven sequentially acquired forward scan mass spectra. The switching over between the samples are carried out quickly without interruption to the instrument. The standard deviation of the mass between measurements is only a few mTh, several times smaller than the apparent mass difference between isomers. Using the mean value of seven measurements would further reduce the measurement error, as the expected error of the averaged mass from seven sampling reduced to SD= ffiffi ffi 7 p , allowing the mass differences between the isomers to be accurately determined.
The relative chemical mass shifts between o-, m-, p-xylene calculated from the mean values are listed in Table 2 ) for o-, m-, p-xylene, and it is obvious that the higher the collision cross section the lower the mobility will be.
In case there are also differences in the dipole moment, or polarizability between the molecular isomeric ions, and such differences can cause consumption of the RF (in square waveform) field, there could be mass shifts relative to each other. However, such a compound-dependent Bfield modification^is equivalent to a shift in operation point in stability diagram. The larger the dipole moment, the larger the RF voltage consumption, the ejection q value moves to higher [27] , so it will be ejected later (waiting for higher V in analogue ion trap or larger T in the digital ion trap) in a forward mass scan. In case the scan is reversed, the ion with larger dipole moment should be ejected earlier as it reaches the Bshifted^q point sooner. Therefore, we will see the mass shift caused by the difference in dipole moment or polarizability to be in same direction for the opposite scan directions. The observed relative mass shifts between the sample isomers apparently cannot be explained by the difference in dipole moment. Whether the effect of dipole moment is indeed too small to be observed [38] , or just be absent in case of the digital ion trap where the frequency instead of voltage is scanned, could only be left for future study. As is shown in Table 2 , the absolute values of the chemical mass shift for each pair of o-m, m-p and o-p in forward and reverse scans are quite close to each other, although the signs of the shift for each pair are opposite. This is due to a careful selection of the general value of VDR to allow chemical mass shifts in forward and reverse scan to be symmetrical. Thus, the relative chemical mass shifts of each pair obtained by the forward and reverse scans can be combined by taking the difference between the opposite shifts (or, adding up the absolute values) as the Bdifferential chemical mass shift^. This value of the differential chemical mass shift is about twice as the mass shift from any one scan direction which is more prominent for ion structure differentiation and identification. The mean of the peak position gained during the forward and reverse mass analysis scans can be used as determination of the actual m / z of ions with improved accuracy, because the chemical mass shifts in forward and reverse scans are canceled each other by averaging. This is readily demonstrated in Table 2 , where the mean m/z values of both m-and p-xylene are very close to that of the o-xylene which is the true m/z for this isomer.
To increase the relative chemical mass shifts so that the isomers of o-, m-, and p-xylene can be more clearly distinguished, we tried to superimpose different high order field components on the RF quadrupole field during forward and reverse scans. The aim is to slightly slow down an ejection speed without totally destroy a peak shape, which promote the collisional interaction between ion and the buffer gas during the process of ejection, and hence increase chemical mass shift.
High order field components A n have been calculated for different setting of VDR and they are listed in the Table 3 . In the experiment the VDRs of both X plates were simultaneously adjusted by varying the capacitors C 11 and C 12 . Our aim of increasing the relative chemical mass shifts was achieved in one example setting where C 11 and C 12 were set to 150 pf during forward scan, and 50 pf during reverse scan. A larger C 11 and C 12 reduced the voltage difference between the middle and side electrodes in X plates (VDR increase) which induced a negative octopole component and also dodecapole component) in X-direction. During the forward mass scan, the q value of the trapped ions increases, and approaches to the resonance point at q = 0.61468 (β x = 2 / 3). With negative high order field superposition of the quadrupole field, the secular frequency of ion decreases when the amplitude of ion oscillation increases with dipole excitation. The shift of the secular frequency to a lower value would keep the ions away from the resonance point and reduce the speed of amplitude expansion, thus delaying ion ejection. Correspondingly in the reverse mass scan, a lower C 11 and C 12 increased the voltage difference between the middle and side electrodes in X plates (VDR decrease), so a positive octopole component was induced. This also reduced the speed of ejection because the q value of ions approaches to the resonance point from high to low. In both cases, the ions experience the falling in and out of resonance such as an effect of Bnegative feed-back^, which makes the expansion of ion trajectory very slow [8] . This gives sufficient time for ions to be differentiated through collisions with the buffer gas. The increased peak position shifts in forward and reverse scans are shown in Figure 5 . The relative chemical mass shifts of the xylene isomers obtained with this method are listed in Table 4 , where the corresponding mass shifts are larger than those shown in Table 2 with a general VDR.
Conclusions
Apparent masses of o-, m-, and p-xylene were measured using a digital linear ion trap in forward and reverse scans. The relative chemical mass shifts between o-m, o-p, p-m xylene were calculated, and the directions and values of the mass shifts were found to be correlated to the collision cross sections of the isomers.
The resonance ejection point used in this work is further away to the stability boundary and the low digital trapping voltage was used to avoid the fragmentation, thus no collision induced early ejection was observed. The mass shifts were thought to be caused mainly by collisional damping. The chemical mass shifts for each pair of isomers in forward and reverse mass scans were in opposite signs but close in value. This was achieved by either appropriately choosing a general VDR for both scan directions or selecting different VDRs for different scan directions.
Using different VDRs allows adding high order field components in the quadrupole field and results in larger chemical mass shifts. Differential chemical mass shift which was the sum up of the absolute values from forward and reverse scans doubled the amount of chemical mass shift, e.g., 0.077 Th between o-p xylene, making it easier to identify the isomer type. The feature of equal and opposite mass shifts also allows nulling out the chemical mass shift by calculating mean m/z value between the two opposite scans, and removing or reducing the mass error caused by chemical mass shift. The method of differential chemical mass shift and nulling out chemical shift with opposite scan directions should be, in principle, not only applicable to the type of delayed ejection due to the collisional damping, but also to the type of advanced ejection due to collisional induced fragmentation. It increases the amount of shift for better use of the compound structure information, as well as can cancel / reduce the chemical shift for achieving better mass accuracy for ion trap mass analysis. The method demonstrates the feasibility of identifying or providing confirmation of a particular isomer using the linear ion trap mass analyzer. In the future, the method may be integrated with the gas chromatography as frontend separation tool. While the gas chromatography can achieve the separation of o-, m-, and p-xylene, the digital linear ion trap further confirms these isomers using their chemical shifts. With further investigation on mechanism of collision induced ejection delay, and more precisely controlled collision gas pressure, it may also eventually lead to a method of measuring mass and mobility or even separating according to the mass or mobility of ions within an ion trap analyzer. 
